We consider a spike-generating stationary Markov process whose transition probabilities are known. We show that there is a canonical potential whose Gibbs distribution, obtained from the Maximum Entropy Principle (MaxEnt), is the equilibrium distribution of this process. We provide a method to compute explicitly and exactly this potential as a linear combination of spatio-temporal interactions. In particular, our results establish an explicit relation between Maximum Entropy models and neuro-mimetic models used in spike train statistics. The spike train response of a neuronal network to external stimuli is largely conditioned by the stimulus itself, synaptic interactions and neuronal network history [11] . Understanding these dependences is a current challenge in neuroscience [17] . One current research trend is based on the assumption that spikes are generated by a Markov process where the form of transition probabilities is derived from our knowledge about neuronal network dynamics ("neuro-mimetic" models). Prominent examples are the Linear-Non Linear model (LN) and the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) [3, 6] or Integrate-andFire models [11] , [8] . In all these examples the transition probabilities are explicit functions of "structural" parameters in the neural network (synaptic weights W matrix, and stimulus I) (Fig. 1a) . Another trend is based on the Maximum Entropy Principle (MaxEnt) [13] . It consists of fixing a set of constraints, determined as the empirical average of observables measured from the spiking activity. Maximizing the statistical entropy given those constraints provides a unique probability, called a Gibbs distribution. The choice of constraints determines a "model". Prominent examples are the Ising model [18, 19] where constraints are firing rates and probabilities that 2 neurons fire at the same time, the GanmorSchneidman-Segev model [9] , which considers additionally the probability of triplets and quadruplets of spikes, or the Tkačik et al model [20] where the probability that K out of N cells in the network generate simultaneous action potentials is an additional constraint. In these examples dynamics has no memory; but Markovian models where the probability of a spike pattern at a given time depends on the spike history can be considered as well [15, 21] . These models depends on a set of parameters (Lagrange multipliers) which are naturally interpreted, in the case of pairwise constraints, as "functional interactions" between neurons [9] (see fig 1b for the Ising model).
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To summarize, (at least) two different representations can be used to analyze spike train statistics in neuronal networks ( fig. 1 ). The goal of this paper is to establish an explicit and exact link between these two representations. An important work in this direction has been done in [7] , linking the "neuro-mimetic" Integrate and Fire model to Ising model. We propose here a generalization which allows us to handle more general types of neuromimetic models as well as general MaxEnt distributions (including memory). The method we used is based on Hammersley-Clifford decomposition theorem [12] and periodic orbits decomposition in ergodic theory [16] . The techniques are therefore different from [7] . More generally, we solve the following problem. Assuming that a spike train has been generated by a Markov process where transition probabilities are given (and strictly positive), can we construct a MaxEnt model, with a minimum of constraints, reproducing exactly the (spatio-temporal) statistics of this process? When the Markov process is generated by a neuro-mimetic model, this establishes an exact correspondence between the structural parameters and the parameters of the MaxEnt. We study a network composed of N neurons. Time has been discretized so that a neuron can at most fire a spike within one time bin. A spike train ω is represented by a binary time series with entries ω k (n) = 1 if neuron k fires at time n and ω k (n) = 0 otherwise. The spiking pattern at time n is the vector
is an ordered list of spiking patterns where spike times range from n 1 to n 2 .
In a neuronal network the probability that the spike pattern ω(n) occurs at time n is the result of the comarXiv:1309.5873v2 [q-bio.NC] 6 Jan 2014 plex membrane potentials dynamics [11] . A simplification consists of assuming that this probability is only a function of the spike history up to a certain memory depth D. This provides a family of conditional probabilities P n ω(n) ω n−1 n−D which may depend explicitly on time as indicated by the sub-index n. They define a Markov chain. In neuro-mimetic models these probabilities depends on parameters that mimics biophysical quantities such as synaptic weights matrix W and stimulus I e.g. :
where X(ω n−1 n−D ) integrates the spike history, whereas i(ω n n−D ) integrates the stimulus effect. g is a non linear function (typically sigmoid) of its second argument. The probability depends also on the spike pattern at time n (first argument of g).
In this paper, we make two assumptions. (i) Transition probabilities do not depend on time i.e. spike statistics is stationary. We can then drop the index n in P n ω(D) ω
> 0. This ensures that there is a unique invariant distribution for the Markov chain, denoted by µ. We note:
From the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation we have, for
. This suggests that µ is a Gibbs distribution with potential φ and normalization factor 1. We see below that this is indeed the case. We call φ a normalized potential.
The MaxEnt also defines a Markov chain in the following way. A potential of range R = D + 1 is a function H which associates to a spike block ω D 0 a real value. We assume H(ω D 0 ) > −∞. Any such potential can be written:
where L = 2 N R − 1. h l 's are real numbers whereas the function m l with m l (ω
r is the degree of the monomial. By analogy with spin systems, we see from (3) that monomials somewhat constitute spatio-temporal interactions: degree 1 monomials corresponds to "self-interactions", degree 2 to pairwise interactions, and so on. In many examples most h l 's are equal to zero. For example, Ising model considers only monomials of the form ω i (0) (singlets) or ω i (0)ω j (0) (pairwise events). More generally, the potential (3) considers spatio-temporal events occurring within a time horizon R.
There is a unique stationary probability µ, called Gibbs distribution with potential H satisfying:
where M is the set of stationary probabilities on the set of spike trains, whereas 
where ∆ = P H (2) − P H (1) . This relation establishes a strict equivalence and does not correspond e.g. to renormalization. The "if" part is easy. Indeed, injecting H (2) in the variational form (4) the terms corresponding to f cancels because ν is time-translation invariant. Therefore, the supremum is reached for the same Gibbs distribution as H (1) whereas ∆ is indeed the difference of free energies. The "only if" part is more tricky.
Let us give a key example. To any potential H of the form (3) corresponds a unique equivalent normalized potential (2) . In this case the function G(ω This result establishes a relation between Markov chain-normalized potentials (2) on one hand and potentials of the form (3) on the other hand (the arrow φ → H in fig. 1 ). However, due to the arbitrariness in the choice of f in (5) there are infinitely many potentials H corresponding to the same Gibbs distribution (the same normalized potential φ). So the next question is: Can we find a canonical form of H with a minimal number of terms equivalent to a given normalized potential ? The situation is a bit like normal forms in bifurcations theory where variable changes permits to eliminate non resonant terms in the Taylor expansion of the vector field [1] . Here, the role of the variable changes is played by f . By suitable choices of f one should be able to eliminate some monomials in the expansion (3). An evident situation corresponds to monomials related by time translation, e.g. ω i (0) and ω i (1): since any ν ∈ M is time translation invariant ν [ ω i (0) ] = ν [ ω i (1) ], the firing rate of neuron i. Such monomials correspond to the same constraint in (4) and can therefore be eliminated. A potential where monomials, related by time translation to a given monomial, have been eliminated (the correspond-ing h l vanishes) is called canonical. A canonical potential contains thus, in general, 2 N R − 2 N (R−1) terms. One can show that only these monomials can be eliminated by a transformation like (5) . This implies that two canonical potentials are equivalent if and only if their coefficients h l , l > 0, are equal [4] . There is still an arbitrariness due to the term h 0 ("Gauge" invariance). One can set it equal 0 without loss of generality. In this way, there is only one canonical potential, with a minimal number of monomials, corresponding to a given stationary Markov chain.
The next question is: how to compute the coefficients of the canonical potential H from the knowledge of φ ? Given a spike block ω (l1) , a periodic orbit of period τ is a sequence of spike blocks ω (ln) , n = 1 . . . where (5) we have, for such a periodic orbit,
because the f -terms disappear when summed along a periodic orbit. It follows that the sum of a potential along a periodic orbit is an invariant (up to the constant term τ ∆) in the class of equivalent potentials. This is a classical result in ergodic theory extending to infinite range potentials [14] . Therefore, in the correspondence between φ and its canonical potential H we have:
This equation is especially useful if one takes advantage of an existing hierarchy between blocks and between monomials, the Hammersley-Clifford hierarchy [12] . Each spike block is associated to a unique integer (index) l = N k=1 D n=0 2 n N +k−1 ω k (n). We denote ω (l) the spike block corresponding to the index l. Likewise, since a monomial is defined by a set of spike events (k u , n u ), one can associate to each monomial a spike block or "mask" where the only bits '1' are located at (k u , n u ), u = 1, . . . , r. This mask has therefore an index. Whereas the labeling of monomials in (3) was arbitrary, m l denotes from now on the monomial with mask ω (l) . We define the block inclusion by ω 
where, with a slight abuse of notations l l n stands for ω
. What is the use of this relation ? Start from the first mask in hierarchy, the mask ω (0) containing only 0's, whose corresponding monomial is m 0 = 1 and consider the periodic orbit, of period 1, ω (0) . The application of (7) gives h 0 = φ(ω (0) ) + P [ H ] and since we choose h 0 = 0 for the canonical potential we obtain a direct way to compute the free energy P [ H ] = −φ(ω (0) ). In the memory-less case one has P [ H ] = log Z. To save space we now give the following examples with N = 2, R = 2 (the generalization is straightforward). Consider the mask ω (l1) = 0 1 0 0
, corresponding to the monomial ω 1 (1), and the periodic orbit obtained by a R-circular shift of this block:
. Since ω (l1) and ω (l2) are related by time translation the coefficient of one of these monomials is set to 0 in the canonical potential H. We use the convention to keep the monomial m l1 whose mask contains a 1 in the last column. This convention extends to the monomials considered below. Then, from (7) we obtain h l1 = φ(ω
. This procedure gives all degree one interactions terms.
The idea is then to proceed recursively, by increasing degree in the Hammersley-Clifford hierarchy. Let us consider pairwise interactions. For Ising coefficients, corresponding to blocks of the form ω
, the procedure is the same as above: take the periodic orbit
, remark that ω (l2) corresponds to a non canonical interaction, and compute the pairwise coefficient of m l1 where the l.h.s. of (7) contains h l1 and coefficients corresponding to masks of lower degree which have been already computed. Then the Ising coefficient h l1 can be determined (see eq. (9) for an explicit form). For the one step of memory pairwise coefficients (e.g. ω 1 (0)ω 2 (1)) appearing in [15] the situation is slightly different. Consider e.g. the mask ω is not useful because it leads to 2 unknown in eq. (7). Instead, the orbit , of period 4 can be used. When applying (7) there is only one unknown, corresponding to the mask 1 0 0 1 whereas the coefficients of the other blocks have a lower degree and have therefore been already computed. The general procedure for arbitrary blocks is described in [4] .
Obviously, when getting to larger degrees the method becomes rapidly intractable because of the exponential increase in the number of terms. The hope is that the influence of monomials decays rapidly with their degree. Additionally, applying it to real data where transition probabilities are not exactly known leads to severe difficulties. These aspects will be treated in a separated paper. Our goal here was to answer the questions asked in the introduction and, as a by-product, to establish a link between neuro-mimetic models for spike train statistics and MaxEnt models. This goal is now achieved. To illustrate this we show how the coefficients shaping the Ising model are written in terms of transition probabilities of a Markov process with range R > 1. The Ising poten-tial only provides an approximation of the equilibrium distribution of the process, corresponding to degree 2 expansion in the Hammersley-Clifford hierarchy, where, besides, memory effects are neglected. Let us write the Ising potential in the form
We keep here the spike description with 0's and 1's but the relation with the classical Ising Hamiltonian with spins ∈ { −1, 1 } is straightforward. From the method described above we obtain:
where ω (li) is the mask having 0's everywhere but on row i-column D whereas σ denotes the periodic shift. In the same way, denoting ω (lij ) the mask with 0's everywhere but on rows i, j-column D:
Note that these coefficients depend on the memory depth of the Markov process. When φ is derived from a neuro-mimetic model (e.g. eq. (1)), it follows that the "local field" h i depends non linearly on the complete stimulus I (not only the stimulus applied to neuron i); this is also a non linear function of the synaptic weights matrix W. This is not that surprising. Even in an Ising model of two neurons with no memory, a strong favorable pairwise interaction between the two neurons firing simultaneously will increase the average firing rate of both neurons, even in the absence of an external field. Likewise, J ij depends on the whole synaptic weights matrix W and not only on the connection between i and j. This example clearly shows that there is no straightforward relation between the so-called "functional connectivity" in Ising model (J ij 's) and the real connectivity.
It results from our analysis that the h l 's of a canonical potential corresponding to a neuro-mimetic model are generically non zero: considering e.g. random synaptic weights W ij , the probability that some h l in (7) vanishes is zero. Therefore, while there are O(N 2 ) parameters to constraint the transition probabilities in neuro-mimetic models, the number of MaxEnt parameters increases exponentially fast with N . Thus, there is a great amount of redundant information in the h l which are related by non linear relations. However, real neural networks are non generic: synaptic weights are not drawn at random but result from a long phylogenetic and ontogenetic evolution. When trying to "explain" spike statistics of real neural networks with the Maximum Entropy Principle, one is seeking some general laws that has to be expressed with relatively few phenomenological parameters in the potential (3) . The hope is that many coefficients coming from real data are 0 or close to 0. This could explain the efficiency of pairwise MaxEnt models [2] for spike trains analysis. Our method provides a way do detect this, if the l.h.s. in (7) is close to 0 [4] .
More generally our method opens up new possibilities which allow a better understanding of the role of different neural network topologies and stimulus on spike responses. It is not limited to spike trains however and could also impact different areas of scientific knowledge where binary time series are considered.
